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QUALITY

www.afems.org

Prvi Partizan Uzice - PPU company is located in southwestern Serbia. We are manufacturing small arms
ammunition since 1928. Hunters and sportsmen, armed
CLO@BP¿>KA¿ILT¿BKCLO@BJBKQ¿TLOIATFAB¿>OB¿P>QFPçBA¿RPBOP¿
of our products. Tradition and experienced personnel have
ranked us among well known ammunition producers.
Quality is our priority, achieved with innovative solutions
>KA¿PQ>QB¿LC¿QEB¿>OQ¿BNRFMJBKQ ¿,RO¿DL>I¿FP¿QL¿LÖBO¿EFDE¿
quality cartridges in all our "old" and "new" calibers. Through
research and innovation we have developed a wide
assortment of ammunition.

OSCAR FOR QUALITY FOR YEAR 2014
National award for business excellence
FQCE, Fund for Quality Culture and Excellence
Maintaining high quality is the most important factor
of our success. We achieve this by the consistent
implementation of Quality Management System in
all phases, from recognition of customer requests,
MI>KKFKD ¿ PRMMIV¿ LC¿ O>T¿ J>QBOF>IP ¿ MOLAR@QFLK ¿ çK>I¿
control, delivery and the satisfaction of our customers.

Development of partnership with our customers and
employee satisfaction are strategic objectives and form a
?>PFP¿LC¿LRO¿@LJM>KV¿MLIF@V ¿1EB¿MOFWBP¿>OB¿@LKçOJFKD¿QEFP.

PPU has QMS in accordance ISO
9001:2008 approved by Military
Quality Control - Ministry of Defense of Republic of Serbia.

Dobrosav Andric
General Manager

PPU ammunition is CIP approved
by Hungarian Proof House.

THE BEST COMPANY FOR 2015
European Association of Southeast and Central Europe
Managers, Zenica, Bosnia and Herzegovina
THE BEST COMPANY FOR 2015
European Business Assembly, The Socrates Committee
Oxford, United Kingdom
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HISTORY

TODAY

1927 The story of Prvi Partizan starts at the beginning of the 20th century. In 1927, the
founder of the factory, Jakob Posinger, in cooperation with the army and the government of
the Kingdom of Yugoslavia, moved his workshop from Kranj (Slovenia) to Uzice.
1935 In 1935 the authorities of the town of Uzice decided to give Mr. Posinger, as a present,
land for building new factory. The laying of the foundation stone on June 20th 1935 marked
QEB¿@LKPQOR@QFLK¿LC¿QEB¿çOPQ¿MOFS>QB¿C>@QLOV¿LC¿QEFP¿HFKA¿FK¿QEB¿>IH>KP ¿1EB¿LØ@F>I¿K>JB¿LC¿
the factory was ,,Factory of Arms and Ammunition in Uzice,, (FOMU).
1941-1947 In 1941 factory started to work under the control of the Partisan military
authorities. The ammunition production facilities and tool shop was moved to underground
tunnel safe of the National Bank. During that time Uzice was the only town in Yugoslavia,
and possibly in Europe, in which arms factory was working under occupation.
On September 5th 1947, the factory in Uzice was renamed Prvi Partizan and it became
a state owned company.
2

1970 At the end of the 1970, Prvi Partizan started work on the construction of new buildings
and infrastructure. This resulted in the expansion of capacities and the introduction of new
articles in production.
2000-2017 The beginning of the 21st century has been especially important for the
technological development of Prvi Partizan. Until the end of 2015 we built new facilities:
new facility for bullet production and new and modern facility for case production. New
C>@FIFQFBP¿ CRIçII¿ >II¿ PQ>KA>OAP¿ LC¿ BKSFOLKJBKQ>I¿ MOLQB@QFLK¿ >KA¿ MOLSFAFKD¿ ?BQQBO¿ TLOHFKD¿
conditions for our employees.
3

PRODUCTION

CONTROL

By using the most modern technology, associated with nearly one century of experience, Prvi partizan
produces high quality ammunition.
3BOV¿ABJ>KAFKD¿>KA¿@LJMIBU¿J>KRC>@QROFKD¿MOL@BPP ¿@LJBP¿>ÚBO¿MI>KKFKD ¿ABSBILMJBKQ¿>KA¿QBPQFKD¿B>@E¿
new product. Some of the processes that precede the production are selection of input materials, bullet
DBLJBQOV¿ABQBOJFK>QFLK ¿@LKPQOR@QFLKP¿ABçKFQFLK ¿MOB@FPB¿MLTABO¿ABçKFQFLK ¿ABQ>FIBA¿>K>IVPFP¿>KA¿QBPQFKD ¿
Attention is being paid to optimum harmonization of all components which make one quality cartridge.
The production process consists of cartridge case production, bullet production, cartridge assembling, all
followed with a sequence of tests, in all stages of production.
CASE
Input material for case production is cup or brass disc.
Mechanical operations include deep drawing and
case wall thickness reducing.
ÚBO¿ QEBPB¿ CLIILT¿ LMBO>QFLKP¿ LC¿ ¿ MOFJBO¿ ML@HBQ¿
forming and removing excess material
Between individual mechanical operations, there
are heat and chemical treatments which include
– degreasing, annealing and washing.
CARTRIDGE ASSEMBLING
Final operation of the cartridge production is
assembling of the cartridge, which includes
assembling its elements – case, primer, powder
and bullet into unique product.

4

BULLET
Input material for the bullet jacket is cup made
of brass from which the jacket is made by the
process of the deep drawing.
Antimony-lead wire is used for manufacturing
of the lead core, which is formed by plastic
deformation into the desired shape and dimension.
If the core is made of two parts, steel part of
the core is made from steel wire, by forging
operation and HT processing.
RIIBQ¿>PPBJ?IFKD¿FP¿QEB¿çK>I¿PQ>DB ¿
PACKAGING
Inspected and tested ammunition is packed
FKQL¿PRFQ>?IB¿M>@H>DB¿>KA¿FP¿PR?GB@Q¿LC¿QEB¿çK>I¿
acceptance by the authorized quality control.

To ensure the best quality of our products, our
ammunition production inspection consists of:
e¿ Input control of the raw materials and components
e¿ Control during the manufacturing process
e¿ #FK>I¿@LKQOLI¿LC¿QEB¿çKFPEBA¿MOLAR@QP

Final control consists of laboratory tests which
include following inspection:
e¿ Marking and packaging control
e¿ Control of: cartridge length and shape, case and bullet
length, cartridge weight, bullet weight, powder charge
weight, bullet extraction force, case hardness
e¿ Watertightness of cartridge and packaging

6GDLÖÚL@JÖNPMCSBRÖQ@RHQÚDQÖJ@AMP@RMPWÖRDQRQ ÖHRÖHQÖ
tested on shooting range. Following characteristics
are controlled:
e¿ Velocity on test barrels
e¿ Powder gases pressure (Crusher and piezzo methods)
e¿ Accuracy on the ballistic barrels
e¿ />QB¿LC¿çOB ¿>@QFLK QFJB ¿MBKBQO>QFLK¿
5

NEW PRODUCTS

6,8 mm Remington SPC
6,8 mm Remington Special Purpose cartridge (6,8x43 mm) is intended to replace 5,56 Main characteristics of 6,8 mm Remington SPC ammunition:
+1,¿ @>OQOFADB¿ FK¿ 0ELOQ¿ >OOBIBA¿ /F×B ¿ >PBA¿ RMLK¿ ¿ /BJFKDQLK¿ @>OQOFADB ¿ FQ_P¿ ?LOB¿ e¿ BQQBO¿MBOCLOJ>K@B¿FK¿PELOQ¿?>OOBIBA¿ .¿OF×BP¿QE>K¿ U¿JJ¿+1,
diameter and muzzle energy is between 5,56x45 mm NATO and 7,62x51 mm NATO.
e¿ !BIFSBOP¿¿JLOB¿BKBODV¿QE>K¿ ¿JJ¿+1,¿*¿@LKçDRO>QFLK¿>Q¿ ¿J
e¿ Terminal ballistics advantage over 5,56x45 mm
6,8 mm Remington SPC is available in two variants: FMJ BT 115 gr and HP BT 115 gr
e¿ Allows operator to carry more ammunition
6

NEW PRODUCTS

300 AAC Blackout
¿  ¿ I>@HLRQ ¿ 0*&¿ PELOQ¿ K>JB¿ ¿ )( ¿ >IPL¿ HKLTK¿ >P¿  U¿ JJ ¿ FP¿ OF×B¿
cartridge developed for use in the M4 carbine. Its purpose is to achieve ballistics similar
to 7,62x39 mm cartridge in a AR-15 platform while using standard AR-15 magazines at
their normal capacity.
300 AAC Blackout is available in two variants: FMJ 125 gr and HP 125 gr

Main characteristics of the 300 AAC Blackout ammunition:
e¿ Reliable compact .30-cal solution for AR platform
e¿ ,MQFJ>I¿MI>QCLOJ¿CLO¿PLRKA¿>KA¿×>PE¿PRMMOBPPBA¿OF×B
e¿ Compatible supersonic ammunition that matches 7,62x39 mm ballistics
e¿ Capabilities in a shorter, lightweight, durable and low recoiling package
e¿ Ability to penetrate barriers with high-mass projectiles
7

BALLISTIC

BALLISTIC

4HEREØ BAKKIRSICØ SABKERØ VEQEØ CAKCTKASEDØ BXØ CNLOTSEQ Ø TRIMGØ AØ LNDEQMØ RCIEMSIÜCØ
technique. The best available current data for each round, determined by testing
under controlled conditions, were used to predict trajectories.
4HEØ UEKNCISXØ AMDØ EMEQGXØ ÜGTQERØ IMØ SHEREØ CHAQSRØ AQEØ BAREDØ NMØ SHEØ TREØ NFØ SERSØ
BAQQEKRØNFØIMDICASEDØKEMGSHRØ5REQØUEKNCISIERØAQEØAÛECSEDØVHEMØSHEØBAQQEKØKEMGSHØ
IRØDIÛEQEMSØKNMGEQØBAQQEKØVIKKØGIUEØHIGHEQØUEKNCISXØBXØCEQSAIMØALNTMS ØAMDØRHNQSEQØ
barrel will reduce velocity.
The velocity, energy and trajectory of the standard bullets are given for distances
up to 300 meters, with the point of impact for the gun sighted in at the distance
8

of 150 meters (match ammunition for various distances up to 500 meters).
2IÝEØALLTMISINMØSQAȫECSNQIERØVEQEØCNLOTSEDØFNQØSHEØRCNOEØLNTMSEDØIMØRTCHØAØ
way that the line-of-sight (scope axis) is 5 centimeters (2 inches) above the bore
centerline. The positive values indicate high shots, the negative values low shots.
The data in the tables represent the ammunition's behavior under the following
RSAMDAQDØ CNMDISINMRØ ¸&Ø SELOEQASTQE Ø BAQNLESQICØ OQERRTQEØ NFØ Ø IMCHERØ
REAØKEUEKØAKSISTDE Ø&IGTQERØRHNVMØAQEØEWOECSEDØSNØBEØQEARNMABKXØACCTQASEØ!CSTAKØ
performance will vary due to external factors variations atmospheric conditions
AMDØSHEØEPTIOLEMSØAKSISTDE ØSELOEQASTQE ØHTLIDISX ØGTMR ØRIGHSRØAMDØALLTMISINM
9

RIFLE AMMUNITION
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RIFLE AMMUNITION
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RIFLE AMMUNITION
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RIFLE AMMUNITION
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RIFLE AMMUNITION
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RIFLE AMMUNITION
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RIFLE AMMUNITION
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RIFLE AMMUNITION
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RIFLE AMMUNITION
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RIFLE AMMUNITION
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/MHLRDCÖ2MÞÖ/MHLR
!M@RÖ3@HJÖ/2/Ö!3

2/ÖPHÛDÖASJJDRQ are standard bullets designed to provide controlled expansion when
MBKBQO>QFKD ¿1EFP¿FP¿>@@LJMIFPEBA¿?V¿QEB¿PLÚ¿IB>A¿BUMLPBA¿FK¿QEB¿KLPB¿QE>Q¿FKFQF>QBP¿
expansion and by the progressively tapered jacket in its ogival part which provides
uniform mushrooming and good penetration.

PSPBT

2MÞÖ/MHLRÖ!M@RÖ3@HJÖ2/Ö!3

SPBT

/MHLRDCÖ2MÞÖ/MHLRÖ/2/

PSP

2MÞÖ/MHLRÖ2/

RIFLE BULLETS

SP

RIFLE BULLETS

PSP bullets have a sharp lead nose which causes bullet expansion upon impact and
>K¿>BOLAVK>JF@>IIV¿PE>MBA¿LDFS>I¿M>OQ¿TEF@E¿MOLSFABP¿?BQQBO¿?>IIFPQF@¿@LBØ@FBKQP¿>KA¿
maximum striking energy at longer ranges.
SP BT and PSP BT bullets have a specially shaped back part with reduced diameter
?L>Q¿Q>FI¿TEF@E¿ILTBOP¿>FO¿AO>D ¿1EB¿?BQQBO¿?>IIFPQF@¿@LBØ@FBKQP¿LC¿QEBPB¿?RIIBQP¿>IILT¿
successful shooting at longer distances at which the bullet maintains striking energy
TFQE¿OBAR@BA¿TFKA¿AOFÚ¿>KA¿>¿×>QQBO¿QO>GB@QLOV

3NãÛ0NIMSÛ%WOAMDIMGÛ2IàEÛ"TKKESR

When ordering, check the table with ammunition articles to see where desired bullet is assembled.
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3NãÛ0NIMSÛ2IàEÛ"TKKESR

'MJJMUÖ/MHLRÖ!M@RÖ'/Ö!3

HP BT

SP RN bullets have a blunt rounded nose and are suitable for short range shooting,
especially in the bushes or in woods. The large lead weight exposed in the nose assures
high energy impact and bullet mushrooming that is reliable even at lower velocities.
These bullets have larger weights depending on length.

'MJJMUÖ/MHLRÖ'/

FSP bullets¿E>SB¿>¿×>Q¿IB>A¿KLPB¿TFQE¿FK@OB>PBA¿AF>JBQBO
These bullets are suitable for use in carbines with tubular magazines as they reduce the
MLPPF?FIFQV¿LC¿MOFJBO¿FDKFQFLK¿FK¿QEB¿@>OQOFADB¿MI>@BA¿FK¿COLKQ¿ARB¿QL¿OB@LFI¿TEBK¿çOFKD ¿
They expand reliably and penetrate deeply on light to medium game. HSP bullets have a
cavity in the nose which causes expansion and helps mushrooming during penetration.

HP

'MJJMUÖ2MÞÖ/MHLRÖ'2/

HSP

RIFLE BULLETS

%J@RÖ2MÞÖ/MHLRÖ%2/

FSP

2MÞÖ/MHLRÖ1MSLCÖ-MQDÖ2/Ö1-

SP RN

RIFLE BULLETS

'/ÖPHÛDÖASJJDRQ are designed primarily for shooting competitions.
Due to a cavity in the nose, the center of gravity is placed back
TEF@E¿FJMOLSBP¿×FDEQ¿PQ>?FIFQV¿>KA¿>@@RO>@V ¿%LIILT¿MLFKQ¿?RIIBQP¿
initiate rapid expansion on impact.

(NKKNVÛ0NIMSÛ2IàEÛ"TKKESR

HP BT bullets¿E>SB¿EFDEBO¿?>IIFPQF@¿@LBØ@FBKQP¿?B@>RPB¿LC¿QEBFO¿
small meplat, long ogival and boat tail design. These features
BK>?IB¿ SBOV¿ >@@RO>QB¿ ILKD¿ O>KDB¿ PELLQFKD¿ TFQE¿ ×>Q¿ QO>GB@QLOFBP¿
>KA¿OBAR@BA¿TFKA¿AOFÚ

When ordering, check the table with ammunition articles to see where desired bullet is assembled.

When ordering, check the table with ammunition articles to see where desired bullet is assembled.
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Full Metal Jacket
1MSLCÖ-MQDÖ%,)Ö1-

FMJ RN

RIFLE AMMUNITION
%SJJÖ,DR@JÖ)@BIDRÖ!M@RÖ3@HJÖ%,)Ö!3

FMJ BT

%SJJÖ,DR@JÖ)@BIDRÖ%,)

FMJ

RIFLE BULLETS
%SJJÖ,DR@JÖ)@BIDRÖPHÛDÖASJJDRQ are nonexpanding bullets with a full-length jacket opened
at the base only. Due to their sharp nose, these bullets provide good penetration. They
are suitable for target shooting, but also for varmint hunting as they cause minimum
tissue damage and leave a small exit hole.
FMJ RN bullets with a rounded nose are suitable for short range shooting. They provide
maximum penetration when hunting dangerous game.
FMJ BT bullets are specially shaped bullets designed to reduce air resistance. The rear
cone in combination with an aerodynamically shaped ogival part provide high ballistic
@LBØ@FBKQP ¿PIFDEQ¿SBIL@FQV¿AOLMP¿LK¿QEB¿QO>GB@QLOV ¿DOB>QBO¿ALTK O>KDB¿BKBODV¿>KA¿IBPP¿
TFKA¿AOFÚ¿>P¿TBII ¿

When ordering, check the table with ammunition articles to see where desired bullet is assembled.

&TKKÛ-ESAKÛ*ACJESÛ2IàEÛ"TKKESR

/F×B¿ >JJRKFQFLK¿ J>AB¿ ?V¿ C>@QLOV¿ `-OSF¿ M>OQFW>Kf ¿ ABPFOB¿ LC¿ J>KV¿ ERKQBOP ¿ FP¿ >¿ OB>I¿
AF>JLKA¿FK¿QEB¿OF×B¿LC¿BSBOV¿M>PPFLK>QB¿ERKQBO ¿
Designed according to market demands, improved by the precious suggestions of
ERKQBOP ¿`-OSF¿M>OQFW>Kf¿>JJRKFQFLK¿FP¿QEB¿OBPRIQ¿LC¿RM QL A>QB¿QB@EKF@>I¿>KA¿QB@EKLILDF@>I¿
solutions, long-term special research work of ballistics and hunting experts. It is made of
high quality raw materials and components carefully chosen according to its application.
We also considered, to perfection severe demands of numerous passionate shooters,
O>SFKD¿CLO¿@LJMBQFQFLK¿P>KA¿TFKKFKDP ¿#LO¿QEBFO¿BVB¿>KA¿DLLA¿OF×B¿QEBV¿E>SB¿>Q¿QEBFO¿
AFPMLP>I¿ `-OSF¿ M>OQFW>Kf¿ >JJRKFQFLK ¿ TEF@E¿ FP¿ BUQOBJBIV¿ >@@RO>QB¿ >KA¿ @LKSBKFBKQ¿ CLO¿
PLÚ¿PELLQFKD
">@E¿ @>IF?BO¿ FP¿ MOLAR@BA¿ TFQE¿ J>KV¿ ?RIIBQ¿ QVMBP ¿ AFÖBOBKQ¿ TBFDEQP¿ >KA¿ SBOV¿ @ILPB¿
tolerances, providing uniform quality of the ammunition. Besides standard expanding
?RIIBQ¿QVMBP ¿TB¿>IPL¿LÖBO¿>¿KBT¿QVMB¿@>IIBA¿`$OLJf¿`1ERKABOf ¿1EBPB¿>OB¿?RIIBQP¿LC¿LRO¿
own design, with very high performances on the target.
24
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GROM (THUNDER)

GROM (THUNDER)

'2/-Û2)&,%Û"5,,%43
7)4(Û,%!$Û#/2%

GROM
(THUNDER)

'2/-Û2)&,%Û"5,,%43
7)4(Û4).Û#/2%

Attentively analyzing your needs and wishes we designed a new
bullet type made of a copper alloy with a small lead core. The
OBPB>O@E¿@LKçOJBA¿LRO¿BÖLOQP¿QL¿LÖBO¿VLR¿>¿EFDE¿MBOCLOJ>K@B¿
bullet type with an optimum balance of characteristics when
penetrating: controlled and reliable expansion, deep penetration,
maximum weight retention, good accuracy and satisfying energy.
GROM ammunition is intended for big game hunting.
When ordering, check the table with ammunition articles to see where desired
bullet is assembled.
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SOLID BULLETS

NEW OLDIES

Following market demands for development of nature and
BKSFOLKJBKQ¿COFBKAIV¿MOLAR@QP ¿`-OSF¿->OQFW>K`¿PQOFSBP¿QL¿OBPMLKA¿
adequately to these requirements.This year we proudly present
a complete ecological line of cartridges with lead free bullets.

1EBPB¿ `PLIFAf¿ ?RIIBQP¿ AL¿ KLQ¿ @LKQ>FK¿ @I>PPF@>I¿ @LOB¿ >KA¿ G>@HBQ ¿
They enable good expansion, big energy transfer and maximum
remaining mass of bullet. Good position of grooves enables
pressure reduction and outstanding precision.

Bullets meet expectations of hunters and are available in following calibers:
Performance grooves

Special brass

Triangular Cavity

A-637
A-633
A-631

9,3 x 62
9,3 x 74 R
375 H & H Magnum

250 gr
250 gr
270 gr

Interior ballistic advantages of SOLID bullets:
e¿ Less barrel friction
e¿ Less gun barrel heating
e¿ Lower energy loss of the bullet
e¿ Less gun barrel wear
e¿ Low friction on the surface

Solid HP
Solid HP
Solid HP

`,IA¿PLIAFBOP¿KBSBO¿AFBf ¿>KA¿>MM>OBKQIV¿KBFQEBO¿AL¿LIA¿JFIFQ>OV¿@>OQOFADBP ¿  ¿E>P¿?BBK¿TFQE¿RP¿CLO¿
over 100 years and is still very much alive. As a short range woods or bush cartridge for all big game
from deer to grizzly bear, 45-70 will remain its own with our modern developments. Its greatest fault
FP¿FK¿QEB¿J>QQBO¿LC¿>¿O>QEBO¿@ROSBA¿QO>GB@QLOV¿QE>Q¿J>HBP¿FQ¿AFØ@RIQ¿QL¿MI>@B¿PELQP¿?BVLKA¿>?LRQ¿¿
V>OAP¿TFQE¿>KV¿@BOQ>FKQV ¿2KCLOQRK>QBIV ¿QEB¿2 0 ¿0MOFKDçBIA¿>KA¿JLPQ¿LC¿QEB¿LQEBO¿?I>@H¿MLTABO¿OF×BP¿
TLK_Q¿PQ>KA¿MOBPPROBP¿LSBO¿ ¿MPF¿LO¿PL ¿>KA¿QEFP¿MOBSBKQP¿QEB¿RPB¿LC¿EB>SV¿IL>AP¿LC¿PJLHBIBPP¿
MLTABO ¿&K¿>¿I>QB¿JLABI¿¿4FK@EBPQBO¿LO¿LQEBO¿PJLHBIBPP¿MLTABO¿OF×BP ¿QEB¿  ¿@>K¿?B¿IL>ABA¿QL¿
deliver very impressive knockdown on our heaviest species of big game.

45-70
GOVERNMENT

Exterior ballistic advantages of SOLID bullets:
e¿ Excellent accuracy
e¿ Projectiles respond fast and safe
e¿ )LKD¿×>Q¿QO>GB@QLOV
e¿ Maximum retain of mass
e¿ Excellent penetration
e¿ %FDE¿IBQE>I¿BÖB@Q¿?V¿@>SFQV¿PEL@H
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MATCH AMMUNITION

RIFLE MATCH BULLETS

When ordering, check the table with ammunition articles to see where desired bullet is assembled.

2IàEÛ-ASCHÛ"TKKESR

PPU Match Line ammunition is designed for accurate shooting in shorter and longer
AFPQ>K@BP ¿&K¿>AAFQFLK¿QL¿QEB¿>JJRKFQFLK ¿--2¿LÖBOP¿>¿TFAB¿O>KDB¿LC¿*>Q@E¿?RIIBQP¿FK¿
the most popular calibers designed primarily for those who wish to make competition
quality ammunition on their own.
The exceptional accuracy of PPU Match ammunition is the result of special production
procedures and control which make possible the manufacture of parts with very narrow
30

tolerances. PPU Match components are made with materials of high quality and on
special equipment. For loading ammunition we use reliable primers of uniform quality
and carefully chosen powders so that they provide consistent ballistic characteristics.
/FDLOLRP¿çK>I¿@LKQOLI¿BKPROBP¿QE>Q¿LRO¿?RVBOP¿DBQ¿LKIV¿QEB¿>JJRKFQFLK¿TEF@E¿@LJMIBQBIV¿
CRIçII¿QEBFO¿BUMB@Q>QFLKP
31

MATCH AMMUNITION
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MATCH AMMUNITION
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MATCH AMMUNITION

MATCH AMMUNITION

MATCH
AMMUNITION
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HANDGUN AMMUNITION

PISTOL AMMUNITION

Tradition is one of the most important preconditions for the large
assortment production of high quality ammunition. Prvi Partizan
has this tradition, especially with pistol and revolver ammunition
MOLAR@QFLK ¿ !ROFKD¿ QEB¿ çOPQ¿ TLOHFKD¿ A>VP¿ LC¿ QEB¿ C>@QLOV¿ JLOB¿
than 80 years ago amazing variety consisted of now forgotten
calibers: 4.25mm Liliput, 5.8m Veldog, 8mm Gasser, 9mm Steyr,
Montenegrian Gasser 11.2mm and others.
Nowadays, these calibers are substituted with the large collection
LC¿ ?RIIBQ¿ QVMBP ¿ AFÖBOBKQ¿ TBFDEQP¿ >KA¿ >¿ TFAB¿ O>KDB¿ LC¿ @>IF?BOP ¿
This assortment is being enlarged constantly, because our goal
is to satisfy the needs of every handgun user. Regardless of its
usage the ammunition should have an extraordinary performance,
excellent accuracy and above all, it should be safe and reliable.

36
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PISTOL AMMUNITION
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PISTOL AMMUNITION
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REVOLVER AMMUNITION

40

REVOLVER AMMUNITION

41

%WOAMDIMGÛ(AMDGTMÛ"TKKESR

2DKHÖ)@BIDRÖ2MÞÖ/MHLRÖ2)2/

SJSP

2DKHÖ)@BIDRÖ'MJMUÖ/MHLRÖ2)'/

SJHP

2DKHÖ)@BIDRÖ%J@RÖ/MHLRÖ2)%/

SJFP

)@BIDRÖ'MJMUÖ/MHLRÖ)'/

HANDGUN BULLETS

JHP

REVOLVER AMMUNITION

Jacketed Hollow Point bullets have a full-length jacket with
a hollow point. This construction provides deep penetration
with controlled expansion and also enables reliable feeding
into the chamber and good functioning in auto loading pistols.
These very accurate bullets are suitable for revolvers too.
SJHP bullets provide optimum expansion with controlled
penetration. Due to the partly exposed lead in the nose they
are less suitable for pistols and are mainly used in revolver
ammunition.
SJFP bullets¿ TFQE¿ ×>Q¿ BUMLPBA¿ IB>A¿ QFMP¿ >OB¿ PRFQ>?IB¿ CLO¿
short range shooting with revolvers. They provide deeper
penetration with less expansion than SJHP bullets, which
provide deep penetration with controlled expansion and good
functioning in auto loading pistols.

When ordering, check the table with ammunition articles to see where desired bullet is assembled.
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&TKKÛ-ESAKÛ*ACJESÛ(AMDGTMÛ"TKKESRÛ

,EADÛ(AMDGTMÛ"TKKESR

When ordering, check the table with ammunition articles to see where desired bullet is assembled.

When ordering, check the table with ammunition articles to see where desired bullet is assembled.

Semi Wad Cutter Hollow
/MHLRÖ26"'/

SWCHP

6@CÖ"SRRDPRÖ6"

WC

2DKHÖÖ6@CÖ"SRRDPÖ26"

FMS is our bullet with a conical nose used in 357 Magnum and 38 Special
cartridges. The main characteristic of this bullet is excellent penetration capability.

SWC

FPJ bulletP¿>OB¿>@QR>IIV¿#*'¿?RIIBQP¿TFQE¿>¿×>Q¿KLPB ¿1EBPB¿?RIIBQP¿>OB¿ABPFDKBA¿
to improve the stopping power of the FMJ bullets. They are suitable for primarily
for revolver ammunition but are also used in pistol ammunition.

+D@CÖ1MSLCÖ-MQDÖ+1-

FMJ bullets are general purpose bullets suitable for auto loading pistols.
They provide excellent cartridge feeding into the weapon chamber and good
penetration. These bullets are a good choice for practice shooting.

LRN

%SJJÖ,DR@JÖ2NHRXÖ%,2

FMS

HANDGUN BULLETS

%J@RÖ/MHLRÖ)@BIDRÖ%/)

FPJ

%SJJÖ,DR@JÖ)@BIDRÖ%,)

FMJ

HANDGUN BULLETS

LRN bullets are versatile, economical bullets for general
purpose used mainly in revolvers. They are very accurate and
especially suitable for practice. WC bullets are specially designed
lead bullets with excellent accuracy intended for shooting
competitions. These cylindrical bullets cut clean holes in the
target for easy reading of results. Because of low recoil they are
suitable for training. SWC bullets have higher velocity and power
and provide accurate shooting at somewhat longer distances
than possible with WC bullets. SWC HP bullets with a nose cavity
ABIFSBO¿ FJJBAF>QB¿ BUM>KPFLK¿ >KA¿ BØ@FBKQ¿ QO>KPCBO¿ LC¿ BKBODV ¿
They leave clean holes in paper targets.
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HANDGUN BULLETS

PA BLANK

Total Metal Jacket (TMJ) bullets are FMJ bullets of special design in which
the lead is not exposed. The enclosed base eliminates lead vaporization
AROFKD¿çOFKD ¿1EBPB¿?RIIBQP¿>OB¿PRFQ>?IB¿CLO¿FKALLO¿PELLQFKD

4-*

PA BLANK

9 mm PA Blank cartridge is intended for use in starting pistols. Cartridge is suitable for various
applications, primarily for starting signals at sports events and for personal defense.
When ordering, check the table with ammunition articles to see where desired bullet is assembled.
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,RO ¿ FK¿ QEB¿ TLOIA¿ RKFNRB ¿ LÖBOFKDP¿ LC¿ ?I>KH¿ >JJRKFQFLK¿ E>P¿
grown from our long term experience in the production of blank
ammunition for military purposes. Our wide range of high quality
?I>KH¿@>PBP¿FP¿QEB¿OBPRIQ¿LC¿LRO¿>FJ¿QL¿P>QFPCV¿LRO¿?RVBOP_¿KRJBOLRP¿
requests. Once made of steel with chambers for Berdan primers,
PPU now manufactures brass cases for blank ammunition with
chambers for standard Boxer type primers. In addition to cases,
PPU also produces and delivers to our buyers blank ammunition
RPBA¿FK¿QEB¿çIJ¿FKARPQOV ¿CLO¿P>IRQB¿çOB¿>KA¿CLO¿MO>@QF@B
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BLANK AMMUNITION

BLANK AMMUNITION

BLANK AMMUNITION
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RIFLE CASES

CASES
(AMDGTMÛ#ARER

Blank Brass Cases
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PRACTICAL SHOOTING

PPU SHOOTING

PISTOL
AMMUNITION
FOR PRACTICAL
SHOOTING
Practical shooting is very attractive and dynamic sports discipline, with the increasing number of sportsman and fans all
around the world. Helping development of this sports discipline,
PPU is sponsor of IPSC Association of Serbia. For the needs of
competitors we have developed ammunition 9mm Luger, 40
S&W and 38 Super Auto. Using PPU ammunition, IPSC team of
Serbia achieves important results on the competitions worldwide.
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COMMERCIAL MARKET
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COMMERCIAL MARKET
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COMMERCIAL MARKET

www.prvipartizan.com
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